
We’re here to give you clear, simple energy 
solutions to address your financial challenges.

Because we believe everyone has a right to 
affordable, secure green energy.

Let us help you 
take control of 
your energy bills



But first – 
a little bit about us

Advice with
a conscience

No sneaky sales tactics. No BS.
Just expert advice from good

human beings who
genuinely care.

Absolute quality
assurance

All our products are validated by
the clean energy regulator – and

we’re a CEC approved 
solar retailer.

A true
partnership

We’re there for you at every
stage of your energy efficiency

journey – and provide after-sales
support like no other.



The bright sparks that make up our team

Alison Charpentier

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Alison sets the strategic
direction for Elevate Energy 
and oversees all operations.

Toni Sargent

ADMINISTRATION AND
PERSONAL ASSISTANT

As Alison’s right-hand
woman, Toni assists in all

areas of company operation.

Mark Olds

SOLAR INSTALLER

CEC Approved Installer
and master electrician, Mark 
oversees solar installations.

Casey Rogers

SOLAR INSTALLER

Casey also oversees the 
solar installation process 

from start to finish.



Certified – for your peace of mind

As a Clean Energy Council Approved Solar Retailer we:

Exceed minimum regulations set by government

Offer an additional warranty covering the ‘whole of system’

Provide a responsible, no-pressure sales service and 
excellent after-sales support



What we’re doing today – 
let’s talk audits

There are two main ways we can bring 
your bills down. Audits give the information to 
help with both.

Efficiency audits

We assess your energy, gas and 
water usage – and highlight where 
your home could be more efficient.
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Solar systems

With an understanding of your 
home’s energy needs, we recommend 

the right system for you.
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Next steps

Why solar 
& energy
efficiency

Efficiency 
audit

Talk through 
our products

Free Report

Go over the 
‘must knows’

Top efficiency recommendations

Recommended solar system
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Discuss 
system design
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The shining benefits of solar & energy efficiency

Avoid rising 
electricity prices

Save money – 
and the planet

Future proof 
your bills

Make money from
your own home How it works…

Need financing?
You can save while 

you pay.

And – you’re 
already paying

for your electricity

Enjoy strong 
interest rates

(Better interest than your
savings account!)

since 2008



Our products

Inverters

Inverters convert the energy captured by your
panels into a form of electricity that’s usable to you.
You’ll receive a complimentary monitor with your
inverter. That’s value you won’t find elsewhere.

Panels

The foundation of your system, solar panels capture
the sun’s energy.

All our panels are top of the range and trustworthy:

All meet the Solar Panel Validation Initiative

We’re a Clean Energy Council Approved Solar Retailer



Our panels

Hyundai

Highly durable

Trusted blue chip brand

Quality with affordable pricing

300-350W

Suntech

Robust & reliable

Aussie-founded

Great value for money

285-370W

LG

Top end of the market

Unparalleled durability & quality

Visually stunning

Premium priced

350-360W



Our inverters

Fronius

European-made

Easy installation 
& maintenance

Superior quality 
and longevity

Sungrow

Trusted brand

Excellent value 
for money

Generous 10-year 
warranty



Our batteries

Tesla

Premium end of 
the market

At the cutting-edge 
of technology

14kWh

LG

Most popular 
brand of battery

Wide range of sizes

5.9-9.3kWh



Our mounting system

Versatile & customisable

Built to last

Stainless steel or aluminum – non-corrosive 
in even the harshest environments



Must knows

Government incentives

Electrical retailer

Finance options

Servicing

…and the big one          dodgy solar installers



A word of caution: 
what to watch for 
when choosing solar

Sneaky clauses = not the products you wanted

Credentials of installers (e.g. avoid a backpacker installing
your system)

Pushy sales tactics, door knockers & telemarketers

Lack of information on specific outputs

No interest loans (hint: they aren’t interest free)

Really cheap? Pay for peanuts, you’ll get…

Really expensive? Question what you’re paying for.

Overseas companies & after-care support

Do they have reviews?



It’s time to put the power 
back in your own hands


